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In consultation with several of our customers we have developed a completely trefoil
cleat – the SmartCleat  .

Despite it´s simple design, the SmartCleat meets the major standards of
strength, flexibility, protection and ease-of-installation.

The SmartCleat has been thoroughly tested at Norway’s Sintef Energy Research
Centre in Trondheim. 

We are now proud to present a SmartCleat with all the characteristics you
would expect from a professional cable cleating system.

SmartCleat    is a simple concept, easy to install and cost effective.
The SmartCleat   design is patented. 

Smart    Cleat advantages for trefoil and single: 

1. Saves space, both in height and width.

2. Plastic liners not required for trefoil installations due to the design of the clamp
providing a smooth surface.

3. Suitable for fixing to any preslotted rung design.

4. Fixing bolts are easy accessible from underneath the rung.

5. Low weight. Compact and light design.

6. The design fix the cables so close to the rungs, that rungs in
between cleats give full support for distribution of load.

6. Low product price and low installation cost.

Lo The SmartCleat    cover cables from Ø 25 mm - Ø 99 mm in trefoil formation and 
for single cables from Ø 39 mm - Ø 99 mm.

9. The SmartCleat    is tested up to 160 kA-Peak at SINTEF Trondheim, Norway.

Smart    Cleat
Think smart – work easy!



Ordering information SmartCleat trefoil:
SmartCleats Trefoil normally manufactured in sizes to fit cable
diameters from 3x25 mm to 3x99 mm.

SmartCleat trefoil order codes: 
13034xx  - (xx = cable diameter), e.g. art. no. 1303439 fits 3x39 mm
and art. no. 1303447 fits 3x47 mm.
Fixing bolts and spacer are included in order code.

Measurements: 

Width: 2 x cable diam + 12mm. 

Height: Approx 2 x cable diam + 18 mm.

Weights: From 0,35 kg for Ø 25 mm until 0,8 kg for Ø 99 mm.
The weight includes all boltset and fixing detailes.
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SmartCleat trefoil
complete for 
3x25 to 3x99 mm

SmartCleat single complete
for 1x80 to 1x99 mm

SmartCleat single complete
with liner for 1x37 to 1x79 mm

Ordering information SmartCleat single:
SmartCleats Single normally manufactured in sizes to fit cable
diameters from 1x37 mm to 1x99 mm.

SmartCleat single order codes: 
898xx  - (xx = cable diameter), e.g. art. no. 89839 fits 1x39 mm and
art. no. 89879 fits 1x79 mm.
Fixing bolts/liner and spacer are all included in order code.
Liners are used up to 79mm. See ill. 

All single cleats fits +/- 2 mm deviation. 

Measurements: 

Width: 2 x cable diam + 12mm. 

Height: Approx 2 x cable diam + 18 mm.

Weights: From 0,35 kg for Ø 37 mm until 0,8 kg for Ø 99 mm.
The weight includes all boltset and fixing detailes.
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SmartCleat   design
The pictures show SmartCleat for 3 x 39
mm cables
fixed to an OE-ladder with 300 mm
width. The Smart Cleat´s compact and
light design saves space, both in height
and width and reduce the weight
compared with traditional types.

SmartCleat    trefoil and single installation step by step

SmartCleat´s 6 mm fixing bolt in
combination with the U-spacer
secure even pressure on to the
rung and make the SmartCleat
suitable for fixing to any
preslotted rung design.

Preslots 11 x 35 mm 
lengthwise

Preslots 7 x 25 mm
crosswise

Measurements: 
W: 2 x cable diam + 12mm. 
H: approx 2 x cable diam + 18mm.

W

Ø
H

U-bracket in rungs is 
fastened with 
M6x40 mm bolt.

Allen key is placed in
centre hole to align the
holes for easier
installation of the bolts.

Tighten with power drill.

Install the cables.
When the last cable is in place 
bend this side towards the nut side.

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8
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TREFOIL CABLE CLEAT
Trefoil Cable Cleats are mainly used for holding high
voltage single core cables in triangular form, but can
also be used for single cables and bundles of cables.
SmartCleat fits cables between 25-99 mm in diameter 

and single cables or bundles of cables up to 99 mm in
diameter. SmartCleat are specially made to resist the
extreme dynamic energy which can occur with powerful
short circuits in electrical installations. The cleats are
tested with short circuits up to 160 kA-Peak.

As the photos show, the neatest and most functional solution is to cleat the cable with close
spacings - which also ensures that the cable is fully reusable. 
Wider spacings do not usually result in greater loads on cleats, but the broad arch of the cable can
damage the surroundings and stretch the terminations. A non-heavy duty mantle may get damaged
from impact with the intermediate rung. Choice of cleat spacing should therefore be decided in
consultation with the cable supplier.

SmartCleat    trefoil cable cleats
have been tested to meet the highest
customer standards for short circuit current. 
Here are some of the test results from
Norwegian testing institute Sintef: 

Cleat spacing: 150 mm
Short circuit current: 160 kA peak.
Result. RMS 87 kA
Cleat becomes slightly "rounder" in shape, but without
reducing strength and functionality.
Cable shows no arching or damage.
Cable ladder shows no deformation.

Cleat spacing: 300 mm
Short circuit current: 135 kA peak.
Result. RMS 73 kA
Cleat becomes slightly "rounder" in shape, but without
reducing strength and functionality.
Cable shows clear arching and stretch marks may
appear on mantle.
Cable ladder shows no deformation.

Cleat spacing: 600 mm
Short circuit current: 133kA peak.
Result. RMS 72 kA
Cleat becomes slightly "rounder" in shape, but without
reducing strength and functionality.
Cable shows clear arching and stretch marks may
appear on mantle.
Cable ladder shows slight deformation on intermediate
rungs.

Cleat spacing: 900 mm
Short circuit current: 103kA peak.
Result. RMS 65 kA
Cleat shows no visible change.
Cable shows clear arching but no damage.
Cable ladder shows insignificant deformation on side
pieces and intermediate rungs.
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